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For Wald’s SPRT of a simple hypothesis against a simple alternative an upper bound for the 
differences of the error probabilities and their Wiener process approximations is derived. This 
upper bound only depends on the first three moments of the log-likelihood ratio and is seen to 
be especially useful in the case of contiguous hypotheses. 
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1. Statement of the result 
Let P and Q be probability measures on some sample space with densities p and 
9 relative to some common measure m. For testing the simple hypothesis {P} against 
the simple alternative {Q} on the basis of i.i.d. observations X,, X,, . . . , Wald’s 
SPRT uses the stopping time 
N=N(a,,a,)=inf nal i ZiG(-~,,a,) 
i I I 
, (1.1) 
i=, 
where a,, a, > 0 are constants and 2, = log[ P(Xi)/q(Xi)]. By neglecting the excess 
over the boundaries -a, and u2, Wald (1947) gave well-known approximations of 
E,(N) and the probability 
P(U, , 4) = P(&(a,,aZ) 2 4) (1.2) 
that the upper boundary is reached first. Berk (1973) showed that these approxima- 
tions are asymptotically correct. They have been improved by Siegmund (1975, 
1979), Siegmund and Yuh (1982) and Yuh (1982) by taking into account the 
asymptotic distributions of the excess variables, as suggested by renewal theory (see 
also Woodroofe, 1982, Chapter 3). This approach even leads to asymptotic 
expansions (see also Lotov, 1987). In the case of sequences P = P,, and Q = Qn 
approaching each other in some sense the limiting behavior of the stopping time N 
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and of p(a, , az) has often been studied using a continuous-time approximation by 
replacing the random walk S, =C:=, 2, by a Wiener process (e.g. Aivazjan, 1959; 
Hall and Loynes, 1977) or, more generally, by a process with stationary and 
independent increments (Stadje, 1985). 
The aim of this paper is to present an upper bound for the difference of the 
probabilities (1.2) and their limits derived by the Wiener process approximation. 
We assume that 2,) Z,, . . . , are independent and identically distributed random 
variables satisfying E(Z,) = p f 0, E(Z:) = r E (0,~) and E( 1Z,13) = p < 00. For this 
case we shall prove that, for each y>$, 
I4P 
/(9+6~)+~(~;;~~) 
IPl(4 + a21 
> 1 (r+S) . (1.3) 7 
Note that (1 _ e-2J‘“~/T)/( 1 - e-2@(a~+az)/’ ) is the probability that a Wiener process 
with drift /1 and variance r per unit time leaves the interval (-a,, u2) for the first 
time at u2, given that it starts at 0. 
Formula (1.3) contains the variable y>$ If one tries to choose y such that the 
upper bound is minimized, one is led to an unwieldy transcendental equation. 
Simply setting Y = 1 yields 
P(% > a21 - 
I _e-2Pa,/7 
1 _ e-2fda,+a*)/7 
281/-4~+ 8~ 
3T2 T(al+ a21 
1 + IP l(a1 +4 
(1.4) 
7 
(1.3) (or (1.4)) provides an estimate for the deviation of ~(a,, u2) from the 
approximating corresponding probability for a Wiener process which only depends 
on the first three moments of the underlying distribution and the distance of the 
boundaries. More precisely, this deviation is bounded by an explicitly given function 
f(p 1~ I/ TV, p/ T( a, + u2)) which satisfies lim,,),lo f(x, y) = 0. To the best of the author’s 
knowledge, there are no exact inequalities of a similar type in the literature (which 
focuses on asymptotic considerations). 
The bound in (1.4) appears to be too crude to be of much numerical use. However 
some theoretical insight can be gained from it. If the distance a, + u2 of the barriers 
remains bounded away from 0, it follows from our result that the Wiener process 
approximation becomes exact if pprp2 and pF’ tend to 0. In this generality this 
seems to be a new result. For the special case when p + 0, IP~T~~ +$ and p7P3’2 
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remains bounded this result is implicit in Aivazjan (1959), where several regularity 
properties are assumed. Moreover, (1.3) or (1.4) provide estimates for the rate of 
convergence in terms of the first three moments. 
Although no asymptotics are involved in the inequalities above, they are especially 
useful in the case of contiguous sequences {P,} and {Q,,} of probability measures. 
Let ~,,(a,, a2) be defined as ~(a,, as) with P = P,, and Q = Q,,, let CL,, and T,, denote 
the first and second moment of log[(dP,,/dQ,)(X1)] under P,, and p,, be the 
corresponding third absolute moment. We make the following assumptions: 
@I B = sup[p”‘/ n 7y] <co; 
nz=, 
(c) hir pn = 0. 
If (a)-(c) hold, (1.4) implies that for all 
l-e- %2%/T>~ 
f%(a, 7 4 - 1 _e-2P.(a,+az)/r,, 
nEN(, 
s B2p;13 &+2A (f+3 exp{2AB2pi’3}). 
1 2 > 
(1.5) 
Especially the difference of the two exit probabilities is of order O(~fi’~). Further, 
by (1.5) and (c), we can conclude that for every E > 0 and n 2 no(&), 
l-e- %PJT>Z 
Pn(&, %)- 1 _e-2cL,,(a,+aZ)/T,, s(~+~)B~(&+2A)p:‘~. (1.6) 
H,(F) simply has to be determined such that exp(2ABpA”) c 1 ++F. 
Conditions (a)-(c) are of course not generally satisfied for arbitrary contiguous 
sequences, since contiguity is a stochastic convergence concept, not a moment 
convergence concept. However, they hold for many examples of practical import- 
ance. For instance consider the case when P,, and Q,, belong to a one-parameter 
exponential family ( RH)BEca,Pl, where (Y c/3: 
dR,(x)=C(B)exp{BT(x)}dv(x), (~<0<p, 
for some statistic T and some dominating measure V. Then if P,, = R,, for some 
fixed t% E (a, p) and Qn = Rootqn- ~2 for some r] > 0, the conditions (a)-(c) are easily 
checked. Indeed, C(e) is infinitely often differentiable and we have 
PL, =E, log 
C(hJ 
c(o”+ Tjnp”2) - v 
-l/2 T 
> 
1 2 c’(&)2- C”(~“)C(hJ n_, 
-277 
C’( &)2 
9 
(1.7) 
where - means that the ratio of both sides approaches 1. (1.7) follows from 
EHo(T) = -C’(&,)/C( f3,) and the second order Taylor expansion of the log-term. 
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Further, 
T, 2 Var,( nnm”2T) = n2np’ Var,( T). 
(a) follows from (1.7) and (1.8). For pn we have the estimate 
(1.8) 
(I log C(&J 
3 
in = h,, 
C(o”+ 7pP/2) - v 
ml/2 T I) 
s log 
C(eJ 3 C(O”) 2 
c(oo+ Tjn-q I I 
+3 log 
c(e”+ nK”2) nn ~“2-K~,(l 7% 
+3 log 
C(4)) 
C( f+)+ nC”2) 
r]2n-‘E,~,(T2)+77312~3’2Eg~,(lT13) 
= O(np3’*), as n + 00. (1.9) 
This yields (c) and also, together with (1.8), condition (b). Thus in this case (1.5) 
and (1.6) hold. The difference of the exit probabilities is of order O(K”*). For 
example let us look at the normal case: P, = N( B,,, 1) and Qn = N(Bo+ ~n-“~, 1). 
Then the SPRT of P,, against Q,, with logarithmic boundaries -a, and a, has the size 
where lim,,, n “*E, = 0 uniformly with respect to a, and az. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section some definitions and auxiliary results are collected which will be 
used throughout in the proof of (1.3). Let F be the distribution function of Z, and 
cp its characteristic function. We may assume that F has a continuous and bounded 
density, because the general case can then be derived by an approximation argument. 
Define 
F(u) du, if x > 0, 
(1 -F(u)) du, if x G 0, 
x 
H(x) := h(u) du, XER. 
-m 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
h is twice differentiable on Iw\{O} with a bounded second derivative. H is a distribu- 
tion function with density h, characteristic function 
P(A)=2(1-cp(--A)-ipA)/rA*, AE[W, (2.3) 
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and first absolute moment 
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(2.4) 
Especially Chebyshev’s inequality gives 
max[H(-x), 1 - H(x)] s p/37x, x > 0. (2.5) 
For 8 > 0 let r, be the exponential distribution function with mean l/0, so that 
T,(x) = 1 -exp(-/3x), x 3 0. Let us assume that p > 0. Define 
K(x) := H(x) - (H * G,,,)(x) + Tz,,,(x), x E R (2.6) 
where * denotes convolution. The jumps of the densities of H and rzK,T at 0 
compensate each other so that the signed measure corresponding to K has a 
continuous density. It is not difficult to see that the total variation of K does not 
exceed 2. On (-00, 0] the density is given by 
I 
UC 
K’(T) = k(x) =27-l (l-F(u))exp(-2pr-‘(u+x))du. (2.7) 
--x 
Obviously, 
0~ k(x) < 27~‘]~/-~~~ u*(l -F(u)) du 
PX 
< $r-‘p]x)~*, x < 0. (2.8) 
Integrating the last line in (2.8) yields the estimate 
0~ K(x)+r/plxj-‘, x<O. (2.9) 
The signed measure corresponding to K has the Fourier-Stieltjes transform (FST), 
$(h)=2(1 -q(-A))/(2iph +7A2), A ER\{O}. (2.10) 
The reason for considering K is that it satisfies the differential equations 
$K”(~)+pK’(x)=l-F(-x), x<O, (2.11) 
$K”(x)+pK’(x)=-F(-x), x>O. (2.12) 
To see this, note that the function $TK”(x) + pK’(x), x E R\(O), has the Fourier 
transform (,u -$iA)$(A). (2.10) gives the equation 
(P -$7iA)+ = (l- cp(-A))/iA, (2.13) 
and the right-hand side of (2.13) is easily checked to be the Fourier transform of 
G(x) := 
l-F(-x), x<o, 
-F(-x), x> 0. 
(2.14) 
(2.11) and (2.12) are immediate consequences of (2.13) and the last remark. (Of 
course (2.11) also follows directly from (2.7).) 
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Finally we note that r2P,T- H * r2+,, has a total variation of at most 4~~137~. 
This can be deduced from the following decomposition of the FST, say y, of 
r k/7 -H * r2p,T: 
1 -p(A) 2ip.A 
y(A)=-- 
ih 2~ -irA’ 
The signed measure corresponding 
and H(x) - 1, if x> 0. Using (2.4) 
ro I-” 
A E R\(O). (2.15) 
to the first factor has the density H(x), if x s 0, 
we conclude that its total variation is given by 
J H(x) dx+ J (1 -H(x)) dx = p/37. (2.16) -CC 0 
The second factor in (2.14) is the FST of the signed measure 
2P7-‘rzK& - 2,&r EO (2.17) 
(where so is the point mass at 0), having total variation 4~7~‘. Since ]]P * Q]] s 
I] P 11 IIQ 11 for all signed measures P, Q ( II ./I denoting total variation), the last assertion 
is proved. 
3. The proof 
In the following let /J > 0. First we consider the case a, + a2 = 1. Define the functions 
q, i:R+[O, I] byq(x):=p(x, l-x),ifx~(O, l),q(x):=O,ifx~lR\(O, l),andq’(x):= 
q(x) + It,,,,(x) for x E IR. Further let 
x E (0, l), 
XG 0, 
x3 1. 
Obviously, 
G(X) - :T-y2y,yl s I_ e-2lrx/7 18x) - r(x)l+ r(x) - 1 _e_2fi,T . (3.1) 
We set 
77 := sup]q”(x) - r(x)1 = sup Ii(x) - r(x)1 (3.2) 
xtW 0%XG, 
(the second equation follows, since i and r are constant on (-co, 0] and on [ 1, a)). 
We shall show first that the supremum of the second term (with respect to x E [0, 11) 
is at most the supremum of the first, i.e., does not exceed 7. This will be a consequence 
of the following lemma. 
Lemma. There are two constants c, d E R such that 
r(x) = c e-2pX’T + d, ifx E [0, 11, 
(G * K)(X) G c eP2Fx’7+ d, ifx> 1, 
I+3(~/(2~)+1). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Proof. Let N:= N(x, 1 -x). Conditioning on S, yields, for x E (0, l), 
Define 
and 
I 
1-x 
q(x)=P(S,>l-x)+ P(S,,r > 1 -x/S, = y) dF(y) 
PX 
1 
q(u)P(S,+xEdu). 
a(x):=0 for xE(O,l) 
1 
a(x) := q(u)P(S,+xEdu), XER\(O, 1). 
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(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Let q(h) = jrm q(x) eihx dx. Then, by taking Fourier transforms in (3.6) and using 
Fubini’s theorem, we obtain 
q(h)= 
I 
‘(l-F(l-x))e’““dx+ co 
I [I 
1 
q(u)P(S,+xEdu) e’*“dx-&(A) 
0 -co 0 1 
= ‘(l-F(l-x))e’“” 
I 
dx+q(h)p(-A)-&(A), A ER. (3.8) 
0 
Therefore, by (2.10), 
I 
1 
(l-F(l-x))e’“” dx - &(A) = q(A)(l - p(-A)) = (ipA +$rA’)G(A)$(A). (3.9) 
0 
It is easily verified that the right-hand side of (3.9) is the Fourier transform of the 
function -[p(q * K)‘(x)+$(q * K)“(x)], XE R\(O). Thus it follows from the 
definition of CY that 
p(q*K)‘(x)+~T(q*K)“(x)=F(l-x)-l, XE(O,l). (3.10) 
By (2.11), x+ -K(x - 1) is a second solution of the differential equation (3.10). 
Consequently the difference 
(q*K)(x)+K(x-l)=(G*K)(x)=r(x), XE(O,l), (3.11) 
solves the homogeneous linear differential equation $~y”+ py’= 0 on (0, 1). Hence 
T(X) is of the form (3.3) for certain constants c, d E R. 
For x> 1 Fourier inversion of (3.9) gives 
p(q*K)‘(x)+;~(q*K)“(x)=a(x)= ‘q(u)P(S,+x~dr.+F(l-x) 
I 0 
2 
=-$-&K(x-I)--~$K(x-1) (3.12) 
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(the last equation follows from (2.12)) so that 
p(G* K)‘(x)+$(q”*K)“(x)GO, if x>l. (3.13) 
Let y(x) := ({ * K)(x) - c eP2@“- d, z(x):= py(x)+&y’(x). By (3.13), z’(x)~O for 
x>l. Sincey(l)=y’(l)=O, wehavez(l)=O.Thusz(x)~O,ifx>1.Thisimplies 
that y(x) e 2PX’7 is monotone nonincreasing on [l, a). Since y(l) = 0, we obtain 
y(x)~O for x> 1. (3.4) is proved. 
As K is the sum of two distribution functions minus a third one and 0 s 4 s 1, 
we have -1s (@ * K)(x) s 2 for all x. Therefore we can conclude from (3.3) that 
~~~=~(~*K)(1)-(~*K)(0)~/(1-e~*~“)~3/(1-e~*~”), (3.14) 
and (3.14) implies (3.5). The lemma is proved. 0 
Now let us return to the inequality (3.1). Since G(O) = 0 and G(l) = 1, we can 
conclude that 
k(O)1 = Ir(0) - G(O)1 s rl, 
Il-r(l)l=IG(l)-r(l)l<n. 
Obviously the function 
1_ e-*Fx/7 
l_em*‘“,r -r(x) , OGXGl, 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
attains its maximum at x = 0 or x = 1, because, by the lemma, it is of the form 
IE eP2PX’T+ d’l. Thus, by (3.15) and (3.16), its maximal value is at most 7. 
By (3.1) we now obtain 
sup p(x,l-x)-;~:~,:~ G2r]. 
“<XC, 
(3.17) 
To derive an upper bound for r], we distinguish two cases. 
First case. There is a sequence {x,}c [0, l] such that 
n<@(x,)-r(xn)+nm’ for all nEN(. 
We shall prove that for each y > 0 the following inequalities hold: 
(3.18) 
(r * H)(x, +7-l m)+n(1-+~(l-&)-3(1+~)r-~p(y+:) 
G (ij * H)(x, + 7-‘ypyp) 
d(r* H)(x,+~-‘yp)+pp~-*(~+6y)+3~-‘p(y+f). 
Let us first prove the left-hand inequality of (3.19). We consider 
(s” * H)(x, + 7-l ?‘P)-(r* H)(&+rP’Y’P) 
CX 
= __[G(x,,+Te’yp-t)-r(x,+r-‘yp-1)] dH(t). 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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By (2.5), 
Ix, 
[4(x, + r-‘yp - t) - r(x, + r-‘W - t)l dH(t) l~,yp 
G?j(l-H(r-‘yP))Gn/3y. (3.21) 
Let f> x,. Since 4 is monotone nondecreasing and, by (3.3) and (3.5), 
Ir’(x)l~2~lc1/7~3(1+2~./~), if xER\{O, l}, (3.22) 
we have 
9”(t)-r(t)~q”(x,)-r(x,)+r(x,)-r(t)~r)-n-’-3(1+2~/7)(t-xX,). 
(3.23) 
Thus the remaining part of the integral in (3.20) can be estimated as follows: 
I 
T_‘Yl, 
_-rll [@(x,,+V’yp-t)-r(x,+r-‘yp-t)]dH(t) 
(r-‘yp-r)dH(t) 
(3.24) 
(3.20), (3.21) and (3.24) yield the left inequality in (3.19). For the second inequality 
in (3.19), first note that 
I(4 * K)(x) -(i * W(x)ls IIH * ~zc1,7-~zcL,711 ~4/-Wl(3r2) 
(see the end of Section 2). By (3.4), we obtain, for x2 1, 
(@ * K)(x) G c eP2r”‘T+ d 
(3.25) 
4 c epzw”+ d + lc1(2p/r)(x - 1) 
~r(x)+3(2~/r+l)(x-1) 
Further, we need the estimate 
Ir(x)-(r*H)(~)[sj~ /r(x)-r(x-_)ldH(t) 
-P.z 
~3(2/~/~+1) 
(3.26) 
= (2/A/T+ 1)T-‘p, X E [w. (3.27) 
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Using (3.25)-(3.27) we get 
(+ * H)(x, +r-’ ~~)~(~*K)(Xn+7~‘YP)+4~~l(3~*) 
4 r(x, + TF’ yp) +3(2~/r+ l)r-‘YP +4~u~i(37*) 
s(r* H)(x,+~.‘yp)+(2~/T+1)7~‘p 
+3(2++1)~-‘yp+4/_~p/(3r~) 
=(r* H)(x,,+~+~p)+/..~~p~-*(~+6y)+3r-’p(y+~), 
(3.28) 
establishing the right-hand inequality in (3.19). 
Comparing the left and right side of (3.19) and letting n + cc we obtain 
77 c (1 -2/(3Y))-‘[PuPrP2(+‘+6Y)+6P7-‘(1 +P/r)(Y+f)l, (3.29) 
if y>$. 
Second case. Suppose there exists a sequence (x,),,, such that 0~ x, G 1 and 
7j<r(x,)-q”(x,)+n-’ for all nzl. (3.30) 
We shall show that in this case we have, for arbitrary y>$, 
2 (Cj * ff)(X,, - T-' yp) 
Z(r*H)(x,-Tm’yp)-$ 
(3.31) 
For the first inequality we proceed in the same manner as in (3.20)-(3.24): 
(q * H)(X, -7-l yp) -(r * ff)(x, - T-‘YP) 
= [4(x,, - T-’ yp - f) - r(x, - T-’ yp - t)] dH( t) 
G r7 dH(t) + [%x,)-r(&)+ r(x,) - r(x, - T-‘YP - t)l dff(t) 
-q+nd’+3(l++)(?‘yp+t)] dH(t) 
sg-I(-T-‘yp)+(n-‘- ,)(l-H(-T-lyp))++++)[T-‘yp+[;aj~@H(r)] 
(3.32) 
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The first inequality follows from the definition of 77 and the monotonicity of 4. For 
the second one we have used (3.30), the mean value theorem applied to r, and 
(3.22). The last two inequalities are consequences of (2.5) and (2.4). The first half 
of (3.31) is proved. 
Next we have to derive a lower estimate for (q * K)(x), if x < 0. Let f(x) = 
Fe -2*x”+ d denote that solution of the differential equation pf’(x) + $7f”( x) = 0, 
XE (0, l), for which the boundary conditions f(0) = (q * K)(O) and f’(0) = 
(q * K)‘(O) are satisfied. Since, by (3.9), 
p(q * K)‘(x)+$(q * K)“(x) = @(x)20, if x<O, (3.33) 
we have 
/_L(q*K-f)‘(x)+~7(q*K-f)“(x)BO, x<o. (3.34) 
Let u(x):= (q * K-f)(x), v(x):= u’(x). Then /~u+~TzI’zO on (-00,0) so that 
v(x) eZPX” is monotone nondecreasing. Since u(0) = 0, it follows that v(x) s 0 for 
x G 0. Thus u’(x) < 0, if x G 0, and u(0) = 0. Consequently U(X) 2 0 for all x G 0. 
By the definition off we get 
(G* K)(O) -f(o)=K(-l)E[O, +r-‘PI, (3.35) 
(i*K)‘(O)-f’(O)=K’(-l)=k(-l)sO, (3.36) 
where we have made use of (2.9) and (2.8). Let z(x):= c e-2cL-y’T+d, x ER. Then 
Z(X)-f(x)=(G* K)‘(0)(1-e-2““‘7)~/(2~)+(~* K)(O) 
-[f’(0)(1-e-2’““‘7)r/(2~)+f(0)] 
= (7/(2p))k(-1)(1 -e-2@x’T)+ K(-1). (3.37) 
For x < 0 the first term at the right-hand side is nonpositive by (3.36) and the second 
one is bounded by (3.35). Thus if XGO, we obtain the estimate 
(9 * K)(x) =f(x)+ u(x) zf(x) 
Zz(x)-K(-l)>ceP2c”““+d-frm1p, XGO. (3.38) 
Now distinguish the two cases x, - TF’ ‘yp E [0, 1) and x, - ~-‘yp < 0. In the first case 
we get, by (3.25), (3.3) and (3.27), 
(4 * ff)(X, - T-‘yp) 2 (s’ * K)(x, - T-‘yp) -+p/(3T2) 
= T(X, - T-‘ypyp) -4/AUp/(3T’) 
2 (r * H)(X, - rP”yp) -(2/L/T+ l)T-‘p -4pLp/(3T2) 
(3.39) 
so that 
(s” * H)(x,, - Tply/l) a (t’ * ff)(X, - 7~‘~~) - T~‘~(~T~‘,U + 1). (3.40) 
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Thus an even sharper inequality than the second one in (3.31) holds. Now consider 
the case x, -7-l yp < 0. Then 
(Lj * H)(x, - Tc'yp) z= (4 * K)(x, - ‘F’3’P) _4/_LP/(3T2) 
= (q* K)(X,,_TP' YP1-t K(xn - 7_‘YP - 1) -4pLp/(3r2) 
Z (4 * K)(&, - T~‘7’PyP)-+P/(3T2) 
>c eXp{-2p(X, -~-"yp)/~}+d-$~~'p-4pp/(3~*). 
(3.41) 
The first inequality again follows from (3.25) and the second one from K(x)>0 
for x s 0. Inserting (3.38) leads to the third inequality. Using x, 2 0, the mean value 
theorem and (3.5) we find a 5 E [x, - ~-"yp, 0] such that 
Z(X,-Tm’yp) =Z(o)+Z’([)(X,-T-‘yp) 
3 r(0)-21CjpT-'e-2'""'lx,~-T-'ypl 
2 r(X, -7-l ~p)-3(1+2~/T)eZP"IE"'T+p 
a(r*H)(X,-TP'yp)-(2/_L/T+l)TP'p 
-3T+p(1+2~/T)eXp{2/_LTm2.Yp}. (3.42) 
Inserting (3.42) into (3.41) completes the proof of the right-hand inequality in (3.31). 
Comparing the left and right side of (3.31) and letting n + 00 gives 
(3.43) 
for all y > z. (3.43) is the desired estimate for n in the second case. 
Denote the maximum of the right-hand sides of (3.29) and (3.43) by J(P, p, T, y). 
Then n G J(P, p, T, y) so that, by (3.17), 
SUP p(X, I-X)-;l”,;,yl <25(/&P, 7, y). 
O<.X<, 
(3.44) 
The theorem is proved in the case a, + a, = 1. For the general situation a simple 
resealing argument can be applied. Write p(a,, a2) =~~,(a,, u2) to emphasize the 
dependence on the distribution of 2’. Then if a := a, + a2, (3.44) yields 
<2Jbla, p/a’, T/a’, Y). (3.45) 
The result in its general form follows from (3.45). 
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